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Aiming to be a very different company by 2030



bp Participation in FOW CoE to date

Joined: June 2021

Participation in review of:

• Design Requirements

• Supply Chain Assessment

• State of the Art Review

Contribution to the review:

• Our view of the challenges as we see them from a 
developer perspective

• Provide relevant experience and input from extensive 
oil & gas design and fabrication of riser systems 

• Input developed from our relationships and delivery 
experience with the supply chain
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WP2 Design Requirements & WP4 Supply Chain 
Capability and Capacity
Project evaluation

• The design cases reviewed provide valuable insight into the 
challenges we can anticipate in our upcoming projects

• Configuration and floater uncertainty still a concern for our 
developments

• Tow-to-port – is this practical, what does it mean for cable
system design?

Supply chain engagement

• The potential scope for FOW is huge, our review of supply 
chain capacity will be a great area of focus

• How can we standardise in this space?
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WP5 State of the Art Review

What will be the progression from static systems?

• Method of install – cut to suit, or pre-terminate on reels?

• Ancillary hardware handling (connectors, bend stiffeners, buoyancy, 
etc)

Technology progression

• How quickly will we move to 132kV? Pre-qualification of cable 
systems?

Standardisation

• How far can this go? Our potential portfolio currently ranges from 
60m to 1300m water depth!

Monitoring

• Will dynamic operation push the development of array cable 
monitoring systems?

Failure data/lessons learned

• Can we get better at sharing and learning?
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Summary

Floating offshore wind is looking huge – and very exciting!

• It looks like there are some immense challenges to be
overcome.

• Working with industry partners such as ORE Catapult is 
a big part of our plans, and we see them as a critical part 
of our future success

• Thanks for listening…

• Looking forward to PR27 and beyond!
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